Abstract− This paper proposes a novel hybrid state estimation method. In traditional EMS (Energy Management System), the ordinary hybrid state estimation technique employs both conventional measurements from the SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) and PMU (Phasor Measurements Unit) measurements in the state estimation software. Alternatively PMU measurements can be added through a post-processing or pre-processing step with the results of traditional state estimator to obtain the final estimation results. While this paper presents a new two-step (hybrid/PMU) algorithm where the first step adopts a hybrid state estimation SCADA/PMU and the second step is a linear state estimation comprises PMU measurements and the state vector resulting from the first step; consequently a double hybridization is achieved. Alexandria (330 km north Cairo, Egypt) 22 -bus system is used as case study. The simulation results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm enhances the precision and accuracy of state estimation greatly because the PMU measurements hybridize in two successively steps. Better dynamic behavior as compared with other state estimators is obtained.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the beginning in the 1960's, the power system network has been growing larger and more complex; operators used to collect a set of incomplete and unsynchronized measurements and inserted them into a load flow calculation in an attempt to find the operating point of the system [1] . This was a very inexact approach and in most times led to divergence of the load flow equations. In 1970, Schweppe and Wildes suggested new methods of implementing state estimation in power systems [2] . Then the analysis of real time data received from Remote Terminal Units (RTU) in the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system is possible, more accurate and extensive but it was difficult to get the voltage phase angle because time reference is not synchronized. Synchronized Phasor Measurements (PMU) were launched in mid-1980s . These are digital metering devices used in conjunction with a timed GPS signal to provide synchronized phasor measurements at different locations in the power system.
With GPS synchronization, measurements are synchronized regardless the large distances which may separate metering points and the magnitude and phase angle of voltages and currents are determined accurately [3] . In 1992, early prototypes of the PMU were built at Virginia Tech, and Macrodyne constructed the first PMU (model 1690). In the latter years, PMUs were continuously inserted in the monitoring and control of power systems. Consequently the PMU is used in distributed dynamic state estimator on the widest range. PMUs are used to measure voltages, current, angle and frequency, and can supply real-time information about the state of large portions of grids and allow one to obtain a true snapshot of the power system, making the technology for real-time supervision of power systems clearly at hand [4] . A model of new two-step hybrid state estimation using SCADA and PMU measurements is discussed in this paper. This model is implemented in Alexandria 22-bus system for enhancing the state estimation and gets better dynamic behavior. This paper is organized as follow: a review about the traditional state estimation, state estimator using PMU only, the hybrid SCADA/PMU and their algorithms is presented in section II. The new proposed two-step (hybrid/ PMU) is proposed in section III. Section IV shows the case study model structure used to simulate the proposed algorithm. The simulation results carried out on Alexandria 220kV power system are shown in section V, and are followed by conclusion in section VI.
II. STATE ESTIMATION

A. The SCADA-Oriented State Estimator (SOSE)
This is a high speed state estimator which resides in the SCADA subsystem and was fast enough to execute, ideally, power system state estimation uses a SCADA system to collect the real-time measurement data, which involves injection measurements, line flow measurements and voltage magnitude measurements and every data acquisition scan [5, 6] . The State estimation collects data from SCADA operations model and topology, detects bad measurements and estimates a new state after that returns them to SCADA model [7] . It provides complete and more reliable information to other advanced applications; e.g. the Intelligent Alarm Processor (IAP), contingency Analysis (CA) and the Automatic Generation Control (AGC). The SOSE is expected to be a static estimator that executes each 4 -10 seconds periodically. However, when the system state changes during the scan, the systems dynamics can be ignored at such time periods. The data retrieved no longer represents the system state accurately. The incorrect and inaccurate data of the SCADA system lead to deviation between the power system real values and the sampling data calculated at time frames of simulation [8] .
B. State Estimator Using PMU Only
Regarding state estimation, Measurements received from PMUs are more accurate with small variances compared to the variances of conventional measurements. Therefore, inserting more PMU measurements is preferred to produce more accurate estimates [9] .It is known that, the PMUs of WAMS (Wide Area Measurement System) are not sufficient for static state estimation in most of the existing power systems because of the high price [10] .An ultimate target is to populate power systems with enough PMUs to provide full observability, where sufficient number of PMUs is available to carry out state estimation exclusively using PMUs and disregarding all the conventional measurements, due to the relatively higher cost of PMUs and the requirement of the associated communication and data management facilities. However, the feasibility of a PMUonly measurement system is still a distant possibility in most power systems and this will still be a few years away.
c. State Estimator Using Hybrid SCADA/PMU
With the growing number of PMU's, it is anticipated that a number of utilities use the PMUs in an incremental fashion, in conjunction with conventional measurements for the state estimation of power system in particular mixing algorithm methods [11] .The accuracy of the PMU measurements is much higher than the conventional measurements; the phasor technology frame time' sub-second data is typically 20, 30 or 60 samples/second. " For example, Simen Karlsen [14] proposed a two-pass method. The first pass utilizes classical static state estimation through WLS using the system's SCADA collected measurements; the second pass is a linear state estimation using PMU measurements as well as the state vector resulting from the first pass. Nikolaos M. Manousakis, George N. Korres [15] proposed a two stage method. A Two-Level Power System Linear State Estimator is provided by T. Yang [16] . The previous classification of state estimation discussed the type of measurements, their accuracy and their scan times whereas the algorithm of PMU based state estimation can be classified into:
Non-linear WLS Estimator
Measurements are mainly coming from the SCADA systems. The measurements to be used include the bus voltage magnitude, the branch active and reactive power flows for a line or transformer, and the bus active and reactive power injections. The output of the estimation algorithm is state vector x which consists of the voltage magnitudes V and phase angles θ at all buses except one bus. This bus is taken as a reference for the phase angles. The system measurement equation is: Z = h(x) +ν (1) Where: z is the (m x 1) measurement vector; x is the (n x 1) state vector to be estimated; h is a vector of nonlinear functions that relate the states to the measurements; ν is an (m x 1) measurement error vector. It is necessary that m ≥ n and the Jacobian matrix of h ( ) has rank n [17] .
Linear WLS Estimator
The function h(x) becomes linear when [H] is a constant matrix (m×n). It requires one iteration only to converge [18] .The states are characterized by the real and imaginary parts of rectangular bus voltages form for each bus in the network. Measurements are gathered from two data sources: the group of PMU devices and the other is the set of pseudo measurements derived from branch power flow measurements of SCADA systems [19] .
III. PROPOSED HYBRID TWO-STEP STATE ESTIMATION In this paper, a new 2-step hybrid SE algorithm is proposed, where the first step adopts a hybrid state estimation SCADA/PMU which is linear state estimation(LSE)based on Kaushik Das model [20] and the second step is a linear state estimation comprises PMU measurements as well as the state vector resulting from the first step. The first step is a hybrid state estimation combines conventional SCADA pseudo measurements' set of line parameters, bus voltage and limited PMU measurements (synchronized voltage magnitude and angle) in an interpolation algorithm. If measurements from PMU or SCADA change significantly, the pre-computed interpolation matrix (H) is modified by a sensitivity change matrix (∆H). The modified matrix tracks the system variation more accurately. The second step is a linear state estimation using PMU measurements and the state vector resulting from the first step in a non iterative weight least square model. " Fig. 2 " shows the block diagram of proposed Hybrid Linear State Estimation 
A. The First Step Mathematics Algorithm
The node voltage equation representing the electric circuit can be presented as: 
Equation (3) now becomes:
Where, 
Where, S ʹ u : the power of unobservable buses at the present configuration, S 0 u :the power of unobservable buses at the initial operating configuration, E ʹ u : is the voltage of unobservable buses at the present configuration, E 0 u : is the voltage of unobservable buses at the initial operating configuration. Hence, the interpolation formula for unobserved buses tracking system dynamics during fault or sudden change in load becomes:
B. The Second Step Mathematics Algorithm
The second step linear estimation is performed mathematically where the state vector from the first step, referred to as the Interpolated state estimation vector (ISE), comes and is treated as a set of measurements, and the other set of measurements are Synchrophasor measurements of bus voltages and line currents in rectangular coordinates, along with their physical locations in the network [20] . + (14) IV. MODEL STRUCTURE
The proposed 2-step hybrid SE algorithm is constructed as a set of Matlab scripts. It has been tested on 22-bus Alexandria network (300km north Cairo) 220 kV transmission power system. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, the proposed two-step method estimation results is compared with Kaushik Das' estimation method [20] , the weighted least square (WLS) results [21] and with the true value obtained from time domain transient stability solution.A single-line diagram of the network is provided in " Fig. 3 ". It is a 22-bus system; There are two generation plant: SidiKrir and Abukir1,2 power stations. Kafr Eldwar, Abis, Suif, Etay, Smouha, Dekhila, Alexiron, Matamir, Gazletextile, Amria, Freezone, Karmouz, Somid, Burgelarab, Omid, Tobrok, Sallum and Matrouh1, 2 substations. This system contains five PMUs, capable of voltage and line current measurements of connected branches. the system is completely observable through SCADA; impedance, admittance and bus voltages data was real time data retrieved from Alexandria Regional Control Center (ARCC).Whereas PMU data were generated using the time domain transient stability program "Power System Analysis Toolbox (PSAT)" [22] . The optimal PMU placement (OPP) fixed a little set of PMUs such that the major part of system is observable [8] . Five PMUs were placed at buses 2, 4, 9, 16, and 18 as shown in Figure ( 3), installed PMUs at buses make direct synchronized measurements of the voltage phasor and the current phasors of some or all the branches attached to the buses. By this (OPP) placement only 5 buses are unobservable through PMUs: 7, 11, 13, 20, and 21 as shown in " fig. 3 ". It is considered that PMU measurements arrive at an interval of 20ms, whereas SCADA measurements arrive at an interval of 4s. In between two SCADA measurements, when a set of PMU samples comes in, the unobservable buses are interpolated from the observable buses by the interpolation matrix (H). A sensitivity change matrix (∆H) is computed to compensate the interpolation matrix, by this method system dynamics during fault and sudden change in load can be tracked. The state vector interpolated from the first step (ISE) state vector is treated in the second step as a set of measurements matrix, in addition to the PMU bus voltage measurements set and the PMU line current measurements set. All these measurements are used in a non-iterative weighted least square model. The SCADA supply the second step by information regarding the network topology through a complete list of the branches in the system, the buses connected by the branch, the series impedance and the total shunt admittance of the branch as a complex number given in per unit. V. SIMULATION RESULTS In this section we simulate the performance of the proposed algorithm using the 22-bus system as shown in " Fig. 3 fig. 4 ,5". From " Fig. 4 ", it is evident that the bus voltage magnitude in the proposed method is closer to the true value than of both Kaushik Das'method and the WLS. On the other hand the bus voltage angle is enhanced greatly in the proposed than Kaushik Das but not better than the WLS method. A time domain transient simulation is executed at "bus 13"which is one of unobservable buses by using the WLS method, the Kaushik Das method, the proposed method and compared with the true value in " Fig. 6 ,7". It is clear from " fig. 6 " that proposed estimation voltage magnitude is much better than the other methods and is very much close to the actual. In " fig. 7 " the angle of proposed method is better than Kaushik Das method. A transient (0.2 s) three phase to ground fault is simulated at bus 7 which is unobservable through PMUs. By using the PSAT(Power System Analysis Toolbox) the fault is presented as in " fig. 3 " and the time domain simulation is run for 1 second ,the performance of the faulted bus 7 is presented in " fig. 8, 9 ". The performance of bus 6 in the same time is displayed in " fig. 10 , 11". A standard deviation comparison between the voltage magnitude of proposed two-step method, Kaushik Das' method and the conventional WLS method is listed in table 1. It can be seen from the Table that the variance and standard deviation are the least in the proposed method, then the Kaushik Das then WLS method. " Fig. 12 " shows the histogram graph for the three methods and the normal distribution. It is clear from the histogram that the normal curve is shorter and broader in the Kaushik Das method which means that the variance increases in this method whereas in the proposed method the variance is small (where most values occur very close to the mean) because the curve is narrow and tall [23] .
VI. CONCLUTION This paper presented a novel hybrid state estimation algorithm combining SCADA and PMU measurements in form of double hybridization successive steps in order to increase the accuracy and effectiveness. The simulation results presented clearly that the proposed state estimation technique could accurately track the system transient even in the presence of a disturbance in the unobservable bus in the system and with values more closed to the true values. Also results show that standard deviation and variance are the least in this proposed method.
